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ABSTRACT: Passivating contacts like the tunnel-oxide passivating contact (TOPCon) technology are promising
candidates for a next generation of silicon solar cells and are currently being implemented in industrial cell
manufacturing. Since there are a number of possibilities how to integrate TOPCon via various cell architectures into
industrial cells, it demands educated decisions to direct R&D efforts into the most promising candidates, i.e. creating
a roadmap based on expected performance gains. This work shows how to thoroughly quantify the performance
potential via numerical device simulation. Focus of this work is an evolutionary upgrade of the current PERC
technology, that is introducing TOPCon on the rear and front side to reduce contact recombination but sticking to a ptype wafer and phosphorus diffused emitter. We specifically highlight the need to fully consider not only the
electrical gains, but also the substantial optical losses through parasitic absorption in the poly silicon layers. A
moderate efficiency gain of below 1%abs with respect to the current PERC technology is found. However, this gain
may, counterintuitively, increase in future along with an improved PERC technology, if emitter and bulk
recombination as the dominating losses can be reduced.
Keywords: Passivating contacts, TOPCon, Roadmap, Simulation, Parasitic absorption, Free-carrier absorption,
Sentaurus TCAD, Quokka
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INTRODUCTION

Passivating contacts like the tunnel-oxide passivating
contact (TOPCon [1]) technology are currently being
evaluated for their suitability for mass production. The
high potential of TOPCon and similar technologies has
been proven by efficiency potentials of laboratory solar
cells reaching ~26% [2, 3]. The key question for this
promising technology is how to integrate TOPCon into
industrial process sequences. There are a number of
possibilities how to integrate TOPCon via various cell
architectures into industrial cell. One approach is to apply
TOPCon in an evolutionary manner to the PERC
technology by either substituting the full rear side with ptype TOPCon, and/or by substituting the local
phosphorus emitter by n-TOPCon on the front side. This
might require the fewest changes to the current standards
of industrial PERC mass production by sticking to p-type
bulk material and a phosphorus diffused front emitter. A
more disruptive change not investigated in this paper
would be to replace the bulk material by n-type c-Si and
using a boron doped front emitter, which is one path

currently applied in industry [4].
To make educated decisions and direct investment
into the most promising candidates, a roadmap based on
expected performance gains is essential. This work shows
how to quantify the performance potential via numerical
device simulation. The methodology of previous
roadmaps [5, 6] is extended by focusing on both
electrical gains and also the associated optical losses. We
will focus on evolutionary TOPCon upgrades of a high
efficiency bifacial PERC solar cell on p-type Cz wafers
with screen-printed metallization and a zero busbar
concept with properties realistically achievable in
industrial manufacturing. We explicitly consider the
parasitic absorption (including free carrier absorption)
within the poly silicon layers which (partly) compensate
the electrical gains. For the experimental verification of
the optical simulation model and further details we refer
to [7].
2

SIMULATION METHOD
For optical modelling of the cell architectures we use

Figure 1: Investigated cell architectures. On the left: A standard industrial PERC cell as reference. On the right: Two
TOPCon upgrade architectures: I) Full Rear: Full-area rear p-type TOPCon with rear dielectric and local contact openings. II)
Local Front: n-type TOPCon locally aligned to front contacts. A combination of I and II yields the final upgraded cell.
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Figure 2: Roadmaps showing the power at maximum-power-point (MPP) for a zero busbar design starting from a PERC
reference cell (cell A) under (a) only front illumination of one sun or (b) additional 20% rear illumination (bifacial
illumination). The electrical gains and optical losses (including free-carrier absorption, FCA) are separately shown for two
different poly silicon layer thicknesses (solid for 60nm, dotted for 140nm).
the raytracer of Sentaurus TCAD [8]. All thin-layers at
the front and rear side are modelled with transfer-matrixmethod, which takes into account refraction and parasitic
band-to-band and free-carrier absorption (FCA) of the
incoming light. The FCA in the c-Si bulk and polysilicon layers is described according to Baker-Finch [9,
10]. For bifacial application we assume simultaneous
illumination of 20% Am1.5g from the rear side. For
details of the optical model and experimental verification
we refer to [7].
The electrical modeling of the cell architectures was
done with Quokka3 [11, 12] using a ‘zero busbar’ symmetry element. Thus, the finger resistance as well as busbar shading is neglected, essentially assuming a busbarless interconnection concept.
Figure 1 on the left shows a bifacial PERC cell which
is used as a reference and starting point with 23.25%
efficiency for front illumination representing a high-end
industrial solar cell with zero busbar design. As bulk
material we assume a p-type Cz material with 1 Ωcm and
minority carrier lifetime of 1 ms. The front side is
featuring a phosphorus diffused front emitter (J0=30
fA/cm², RS=150 Ω/□, [13]), a highly doped local emitter
with a width of 145 μm and a 45 μm metal contact
(J0=800 fA/cm², [6]). The rear side is fully passivated
with AlOx/SiNx (J0=10 fA/cm²) featuring local Al-BSF
contacts (J0=400 fA/cm², [5, 13]). For all cell structure
variations the front and rear finger pitch was optimized in
order to reach the highest efficiency.
Proceeding from this PERC cell reference (Fig. 1,
left) we investigate two TOPCon upgrades as shown in
Fig. 1 on the right:
I) Full Rear is featuring a full-area rear p-type TOPCon
with a poly silicon thickness of 60 or 140 nm (RS =
320 or 137Ω/□, J0,pass,p-TOPCon = 5 fA/cm² [14, 15])
and with a rear dielectric and local contacts with
slightly higher recombination (J0,met = 20 fA/cm²).
Since TOPCon allows for screen-printing of Agfingers instead of Al, we take the same finger width
of 45 μm as on the front side. The FCA in the poly
layer was experimentally verified in [7].
II) Local Front features an n-type TOPCon with a polySi thickness of 60 or 140 nm aligned to the front
contact (wTOPCon = 135 μm, wContact = 45 μm). Due to
screen-printing of the metal we assumed the
recombination underneath the contact to be J0,met,nTOPCon = 20 fA/cm².

3

RESULTS

3.1 Efficiency Potential of TOPCon Upgrades on PERC
In the following we showcase the roadmaps
highlighting electrical gains and optical losses. Figure 2a
shows the efficiency (or power output density at
maximum power point pmpp) for the cell structures
presented in Fig. 1 for one sun front illumination. Starting
from the 23.25% efficiency for the PERC reference cell,
we first apply the full rear p-TOPCon upgrade as
introduced in Fig. 1 (I). The solid blue line shows the
electrical gain and optical loss for a poly-Si(p) thickness
of 60 nm. One can see that an electrical gain of about
0.4%abs which is than partly compensated by optical
losses of about 0.1%abs due to free-carrier absorption
(FCA) in the poly-Si layer. A thicker poly-Si layer of
140 nm (see blue dotted line in Fig. 2a) has only a
negligible electrical benefit due to lateral conductivity in
the poly-Si, however, the FCA increases which leads to
higher efficiency losses than for thin poly-Si.
For the local front n-TOPCon upgrade (shown in red)
with an alignment tolerance of one finger width on both
sides of the metal finger (45 µm), we get an electrical
gain in efficiency which is similarly high as for the full
rear (~0.3%abs), however, approximately half of the
electrical gains are compensated by optical losses. The
optical losses on the front side are dominated by parasitic
absorption of light with short wavelengths, whereas FCA
plays a secondary role. Notably, this optical loss can be
reduced by improving the alignment and thus reducing
the width of the local TOPCon region beneath the metal
finger.
Proceeding from full rear with 60 nm p-TOPCon on
the rear, we additionally apply the local front n-TOPCon
upgrade (shown in green) to get the fully TOPCon
upgraded p-PERC cell (cell B in Fig. 2a). Again, the
electrical gains (~0.4%abs) are partly compensated by
optical losses (~0.1-0.2%abs), whereby its absolute
number depends on the poly-Si(n) thickness (solid green
for 60 nm, dotted green for 140 nm) and the alignment
tolerance (135 µm n-TOPCon as standard). The last step
shows the influence of ideal alignment, where the polySi(n) is perfectly aligned to the metal fingers with a width
of 45 µm. For the monofacial illumination in Fig. 2a we
end up with an overall efficiency gain of about 0.65%abs.
We emphasize that the absolute numbers of these
electrical gains and optical losses depend on the initial
reference cell and parameter assumptions (e.g. J0,met).
Therefore this roadmap should be fine-tuned individually
for a specific PERC cell reference and experimentally
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Figure 3: Electrical loss analysis (FELA) for both PERC
(cell A) and TOPCon on both sides (cell B) under bifacial
illumination.
realized properties of the TOPCon features.
Since bifacial applications of solar cells become even
more important in the future, we show the same roadmap
with additional rear illumination of 200 W/m² of AM1.5g
spectrum in Fig. 2b. One can see that this roadmap starts
with a maximum output power Pmpp of 27.4 mW/cm² for
the PERC reference. When applying the TOPCon
upgrades, first, we see that for the full rear (shown in
blue) the electrical gain is higher than for the local front
(shown in red). However, also the optical losses are
higher for full rear due to additional parasitic absorption
of light from the rear side in the full-area TOPCon layer
for short wavelengths (in addition to FCA). We can see
that it highly depends on the illumination setup and the
choice of cell parameters, whether Full Rear or Local
Front is a better option for a first evolutionary step
towards a TOPCon based industrial cell. However, in any
case, Fig. 2 highlights that optical losses are substantial
and should be quantitatively taking into account when we
want to make a reasonable choice on the next evolutionary steps of the PERC cell technology towards
passivating contacts like TOPCon.
3.2 Electrical limitations
Figure 3 on the left shows the electrical losses
(FELA) of the p-PERC reference cell under bifacial
illumination as a pie chart (corresponds to cell A in Fig.
2b). One can see that the c-Si(p) bulk (shown in grey)
and phosphorus diffused front emitter (shown in light
red) already account for about a third of the electrical
losses each. Another third is accounted for by the front
side (selective emitter and metallized selective emitter,
shown in red and dark red, respectively), rear side (light
blue for passivation, dark blue for contacted aluminum
BSF) and contact resistivities (front and rear, shown in
purple, not further considered, see [7]).
Figure 3 on the right shows the electrical loss
analysis for the final upgraded cell architecture (cell B in
Fig. 2b). The total electrical losses were lowered by about
25% compared to PERC, and the two TOPCon upgrades
on the front and rear minimized the corresponding
electrical losses to a share of about 10% (see brace in Fig.
3).
These pie charts explain the only moderate efficiency
gains of the roadmaps in Fig. 2. The PERC cell used as a
reference was chosen as high-end industry cell whose
electrical losses are already dominated by p-PERC
specific features like the c-Si(p) bulk and phosphorus
front emitter (up to two thirds). When optimizing only

Figure 4: Simulated power output density pmpp for both
PERC and TOPCon-upgraded cell. Step 1 shows the parameters used in this paper, step 2 shows a possible development of PERC technology in the future. The green
and blue arrows show the power gains for TOPCon
upgrade and future PERC development, respectively.
the remaining third of the electrical losses by TOPCon,
the corresponding shares go down to a minimum,
however, the final cell is now almost completely
dominated by p-PERC specific features.
3.3 Benefits from further PERC Developments
A more substantial efficiency improvement seems to
be only possible by improvement of the phosphorus
emitter or a change to n-type silicon bulk material (with a
boron emitter and full-area rear n-TOPCon), the latter
being the current focus of industrialization. However, the
evolutionary approach of upgrading p-PERC by TOPCon
benefits from the ongoing development of the PERC
technology, in particular improvements in bulk and
emitter recombination, the latter being linked to
achievable finger-width by allowing higher emitter sheet
resistance. Figure 4 shows an example of how this
influences the TOPCon upgrades as shown in this paper.
Starting from the left (Step 1), we see the PERC
reference (down) and the TOPCon upgraded cell (up) and
their corresponding power density pmpp at maximum
power point under bifacial illumination (pmpp=27.4
mW/cm² and 28.1 mW/cm² for PERC and TOPCon
upgraded cell, respectively). The difference of 0.7
mW/cm² is according to Fig. 2b.
Now assume, the p-PERC process sequence will
profit from future developments like shown for step 2,
including smaller Ag finger widths of 20 µm, a minority
lifetime of 2 ms and a phosphorus emitter with sheet
and J0=15fA/cm². This
resistance RS=200 Ω/□
exemplary future improvement will boost the p-PERC
cell by 0.9 mW/cm² (blue arrow) to 28.3 mW/cm².
However, the TOPCon upgraded PERC cell automati-
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cally benefits from the same development, boosting its
power density by 1.1 mW/cm² to 29.2 mW/cm². One can
see that the TOPCon upgraded cell benefits more (1.1
compared to 0.9 mW/cm2) than the p-PERC cell due to
synergy effects.
SUMMARY
In this paper we investigated the effect of
evolutionary TOPCon upgrades on the mainstream PERC
technology. We highlighted the importance to fully take
into account the optical effects in order to obtain (more)
reliable efficiency predictions from simulation. We
showcased an evolutionary roadmap from PERC by
including TOPCon technologies on the front and/or rear
side, where both electrical gains and optical losses were
differentiated. The latter especially included free-carrier
absorption which was verified by experiments in [7]. It
showed that TOPCon upgrades yield the expected
electrical gains due to reduced contact recombination,
which however are substantially lowered by the
introduced parasitic absorption in the polysilicon layers
resulting in an overall gain of somewhat below 1%abs.
The loss analysis on the final cell reveals that its
efficiency is limited by the phosphorus diffused front
emitter and p-type bulk to below 24%. However, we
showcased that the efficiency gain of TOPCon upgrades
may, counterintuitively, increase in future along with an
improved PERC technology, if emitter and bulk
recombination as the dominating losses can be reduced.
We therefore conclude that such an evolutionary upgrade
may well be an attractive option in the future, along with
the current mainstream of switching to n-type bulk
material and a boron doped emitter.
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